
What is AVID?

AVID is a ninth- through twelfth-grade system to prepare students in the academic middle for

four-year college eligibility. These are students who are capable of completing a college-prep

curriculum and have the determination to overcome any obstacles. The core component is the

AVID elective, which supports students as they tackle the most rigorous classes. AVID’s teaching

strategies, curriculum, and trainings are used not only in the AVID elective class but also by other

subject area teachers.

AVID Students

AVID students are prepared and encouraged to enroll in

honors and Advanced Placement classes. They attend

an elective class called AVID that a trained AVID

instructor teaches within the school day. The three main

components of the program are academic instruction,

tutorial support, and motivational activities. AVID

students gain confidence and they become academically

successful leaders and role models. They are proud to

be in the program.

The AVID Elective Student Profile Typically Includes:

● Average to high test scores

● 2.0-3.5 GPA

● College potential with support

● Desire and determination

● 1 or more of the following

○ First to attend college within family

○ Historically underserved in four-year colleges

○ Low-income

○ Special circumstances



Parents/Guardians

Parents encourage their students to challenge themselves in order to achieve academically,

attend AVID parent meetings and activities and maintain regular contact with the AVID teacher

and counselor.

Results

In many schools, AVID students are more likely than

non-AVID students to take AP classes, complete their

college eligibility requirements, and be accepted into

four-year colleges.

Almost all AVID students who participate for at least

three years are accepted to college, with roughly three

quarters getting into four-year universities.

AVID also helps ensure that students, once accepted to college, possess the higher-level skills

they need for college success.

Curriculum

The AVID curriculum was developed by middle and senior high school teachers in collaboration

with college professors. AVID is based on writing as a tool of learning, the inquiry method,

collaborative grouping, and academic reading.  Students participate in tutorials twice a week

with tutors trained in AVID methodologies. Many of the tutors are college students.

AVID students also have the opportunity to hear many guest

speakers on college-going topics, visit college campuses and

take other field trips.

Interested In Joining AVID?

Complete the applications provided.  If you are accepted by the

application process, the AVID team at Logan High will then be in

touch with you about the next step, which is an interview

process.  The interview process is the final step taken to be

accepted into the program.

Please give the applications to your school counselor by Tuesday, April 27th.


